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About This Game

Overview
This is a color and sound based rhythm game. Go fast, avoid obstacles, and score big.

How it works
Score points for each set you successfully avoid.
Spend points to unlock cosmetic enhancements.

Score big to unlock harder difficulty levels.

Unlock Slow-Mode using points for an easier ride. Although this is not needed to complete Direct, the gradual increasing speed
allows for a higher skill ceiling for higher scores.

What to expect

 5 difficulty modes

 10 unlockable cosmetic ship variations

 520 Steam achievements

 0-100% in 2 hours
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 Unlockable slow mode so that all players can experience the full game
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Title: Direct
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ToastieLabs
Publisher:
ToastieLabs
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: PC's operating below minimum requirements may still be able to run Direct, but may suffer performance
issues at higher speeds.

English
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This game is very and very bad, this is a cr\u0430ppy clone of Audiosurf OR for example Neon drive

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/433910\/Neon_Drive\/

It's all around bad, I expected such a game to be driven by the Unity engine but it's powered by Unreal engine I guess that makes
things even worse.

-1st of all it sounds horrible - *Ambient* music - sounds more like ambient noise, hurts my head, on top of that every passed
block followed up with DING sound, can you imagine that you run through 500 blocks and it dings 500 times? It makes you
want to kill yourself very fast.

-Now another horrible thing about this suffer machine - VISUALS - you are chased by rainbow vomit, and it constantly glowing
and changing colors - EPILEPSY - On top of that EVERY GOD DAMN PASSED BLOCK REVERTS THE COLOR
SCHEME OF THE LEVEL - EPILEPSY. Even if you turn off the color change thing the game itself remains a toxic colors
mess, it hurts to play this thing.

-The game's concept is VERY simple, this guy made the exact copy of Audiosurf, every second it generates new obstacle, speed
increases every few obstacles until you die. This problem of this cr\u0430p is that obstacles generated with randomizer with a
set amount of holes and because of that - Very hard - difficulty is 5 times easier than normal ill explain below
Easy - 3 lanes - every obstacle contains 2 walls and one hole - short track and 33% of the space is empty - OKAY
Normal - 4 lanes - every obstacle contains 3 walls and one hole - very and very annoying because you are constantly getting
holes at the opposite parts of the track so when its speeds up you have to constantly mash your keyboard.
Hard - 5 lanes - every obstacle contains 3 walls and 2 holes - easy as hell because most of the road basically is empty and it's
very easy to reach 500+ lanes
Very hard - 7 lanes with 2 or 3 holes - Can be hard sometimes because the initial speed is high and the track is wide enough to
make this a problem
Insane - 9 lanes with 3 holes - basically it's really hard because once you face couple of lanes where it has 3 holes at left then 3
holes at right you CAN press it fast enough buy your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665may easily get stuck because it's
not moving that fast sideways

-500 steam achievements - it has quite a few steam achievements but the problem that they are very hard to obtain, you have to
reach wave 500 on every difficulty + you have to farm something around 13 000 blocks passed to unlock all the ships, don't
forget that this game is suffering to play. You can buy a slow mode for 3000 - it changes the initial speed modificator and
increases the amount of the blocks passed to every speed increase, so you can actually reach 500 lanes on every difficulty, but
keep in mind that you WILL suffer from one more thing:
THE INITIAL SPEED ON EVERY DIFFICULTY IS MEGA SLOW - it takes \u0441rap ton time to get through the very first
100-200 lanes, and then when it speeds up it's really easy to die on lane 400 or 500 and you WILL HAVE TO SUFFER ALL
OVER AGAIN.

+You can pause the game and take a break at any lane, pause is working good, it gives you like 1 second to understand what is
going on on the table when you unpause.
+\u0421\u043e\u0441k skin for your ship
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1115490366

It is a good game to gift to a person you hate.. It's a good game but badly optimized for low-end laptops with small ram and
graphics. I personally like it and recommend it, but be aware, if you have bad computer it will run on 10 fps.. enjoyed it! :>. I
paid you so I could goof on this game, However it has become clear to me that this would be imature and a gross injustice. the
truth is...
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Farheb Sucks

Boom. the double gooftacular. Rekt nub

The game is realy terrible tho, not recomended for those with anything left to live for. It would be great if the colours wouldn't
be such distracting (it is like some sort of torture) and the sounds weren't the same. Other than this everything done well.. this
game makes NO SENSE
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This game is insultingly boring and lazily made. At least Zup! Is kind of fun while throwing all those achievments at you, this
game is flashy, weird and mind-numbingly bad.. I let my cousin go on my steam account. He downloaded this game then died of
a seizure. 10\/10. Why would anybody do this? As if the world isnt bad enough.. Love it it's extremely mind numbing
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